CloudCheckr CMx Federal

Securely manage your cloud environment with CloudCheckr for the federal government

CloudCheckr from Spot by NetApp is a robust cloud management platform that supports Amazon Web Services (AWS), Microsoft Azure and Google Cloud environments at scale. CloudCheckr delivers a unique level of visibility to help better manage and reduce cloud costs, optimize resources, improve governance, and strengthen security and compliance across complex cloud estates – all while streamlining operations and cloud billing processes.

A configuration of the CloudCheckr platform, CMx Federal is built to NIST 800-53 standards. It includes these enhanced capabilities to support federal government agencies:

• FedRAMP In Process (moderate impact level)
• SOC 2 certified
• Utilizes FIPS 140-2 validated encryption
• Multi-factor authentication required for all users
• Security Assessment Report (SAR) available (updated annually)
• Runs in two high-availability zones (Hot-Hot), with a backup stored in a separate and distinct region
  • Recovery time objective: 15 minutes
  • Recovery point objective: 5 minutes